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We may well feel sceptical about the enormous " pine-tree " cloud of Vesuvius 
consisting of ammonium chloride, as M. Brun supposes, when up to this date no 
other observer has suspected it. It is quite certain that in many cases volcanoes 
and fumaroles give off much steam, though the percentage of other gases present 
may quite possibly have been underestimated. Above all, seeing that oxygen 
forms about one-half of all rocks, and all the commoner elements which occur in the 
lithosphere are in the oxidized condition, it is strange that there should not be 
enough of this element to combine with part, at least, of the hydrogen and produce 
water. There are many facts connected with mineral deposits which show that in 
cooling, deep-seated, plutonic, igneous masses discharge enormous quantities of 
water; and if this substance be present in the molten magma, however it may have 
been introduced, it cannot be supposed to play a merely passive role when we 
remember the very high temperatures and pressures at which eruptions take place. 




' Memorials of Old London.' Edited by P. H. Ditchfield. 2 vols. London: 
Bemrose & Sons. 1908. Price 258. net. 
MR. DITCHFIELD has called together a body of excellent authorities on London 
history, including Mr. Loftie, Mr. Sands, Mr. Clinch, Mr. Fairman Ordish, Mr. 
Wheatley, Mr. Philip Norman, Sir Edward Brabrook, and others, to write on various 
phases of London life, apparently as an incentive to the understanding of the London 
pageant. Excellent and, indeed, valuable as these articles are, they do not seem to 
answer their purpose, and we are bound to add that the editor does not seem to 
have much idea of how that purpose should be answered. In the first place, his 
own contributions to the volume are inadequate, and accuracy, so essential in an 
editor, is not conspicuous in Mr. Ditchfield's case. To reproduce Norden's well- 
known map of 1593 accurately and well, and with the date of the map clearly 
indicated on it, and then to inscribe it as " a plan of London in the time of Queen 
Elizabeth (1563)," and in the list of illustrations to add the information "fiom an 
old print " is an example of faulty editing altogether inexcusable, especially as in the 
only article where the map is used, that of Mr. Ordish, it is, of course, properly 
quoted. To faulty editing is added faulty writing, and the skimming over the 
surface of things in an article entitled " The Pageant of London " is not worthy of 
the rest of the book. 
The rest of the book is extremely interesting, and the illustrations are charming, 
Mr. Norman's coloured drawings being really delightful, and the reproductions from 
old prints well chosen and well executed. Mr, Loftie repeats in a rather thin article 
his well-known theories about early London. There is nothing of Roman London 
left. There was not much of Saxon London to leave. London sprang into life 
somehow and somewhen. We cannot subscribe to this wholly inladequate theory, 
though we acknowledge the authority with which Mr. Loftie speaks on his lifelong 
study. This opening article is followed by a series on special subjects. We begin 
to feel the disjointedness of the volume at this stage. Mr. Sands on the Tower is 
extremely interesting, but there is not much that is new told us about this venerable 
building. Mr. Tavenor-Perry on Bartholomew's the Great, on the other hand, is 
putting Londoners into possession of facts concerning the remains of its most beautiful 
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church only just in time to have those remains jealously guarded from destruction. 
The Charterhouse, the Temple, the Inns of Court, the Guildhall are next treated of, 
and these features of London remaining to us now are interspersed with articles on 
the City companies, Hanseatic League, and the City arms. Mr. Ditchfield intro- 
duces into his sketch of the City companies an illustration of Furnival's Inn in 1804, 
another example of his curious notion of editing. Mr. Mylne's article on the palaces 
of London is distinctly useful, though we do not understand why a short disquisition 
on the " martyrdom " of Charles the First comes in here. Mr. Mylne has, on the other 
hand, missed the important point of the palaces of the sovereign being outside the 
City and not within it, and he should have carried his researches a little closer into 
Bridewell and other places in order to illustrate this important subject. Mr. Ordish's 
article on Elizabethan London is really good. It is expansive and commanding. It 
deals with its subject, and does not play around it. It does not waste words on 
meaningless explanations of small points. To London topographers and students of 
maps it will be found to be of real service, for it acts as a guide, and we willingly 
follow the survey thus set before us. Mr. Wheatley on Pepys' London is of course 
good, and we travel about with him from place to place as the great diarist com- 
mands. WVe think the illustration of a "portion of an exact survey of the streets, 
lanes, and churches," December, 1666, unaccountably placed opposite to p. 8 in vol. 2, 
would have properly illustrated Mr. Wheatley's notice of the Fire on p. 79. Mr. 
Tavenor-Perry on the bridges gives us a most useful summary, but his modest 
description of some of them as "frankly utilitarian" does not convey an idea of the 
hideous monstrosity which takes us from Westminster to Lambeth Palace! The 
clubs, coffee-houses, and literary shrines are dealt with, but surely Miss Elsie Long 
should have referred to the historic houses now being marked all over London. 
There is much in these volumes which the general reader will gladly possess, and 
some few things which the specialist will welcome, but it:does not appear to fill a 
gap, it does not illustrate the pageant, which is its special purpose, and we feel that 
the sporadic collection of articles, however ably done individually, does not com- 
pensate for the omission-the fateful omission-of a plan or scheme which will carry 
the reader forward from one stage to another of the subject-matter. 
G. L. G. 
ASIA. 
AN AUSTRIAN EXPLORER IN TIBET. 
' Eine Reise dutch Zentral Asien im Jahre 1906.' By Dr. Erich Zugmayer. Berlin: 
Dietrich Reimer (Ernst Vohsen). 1908. 12 marks. 
To those who are familiar with travels in Central Asia, the most interesting part 
of Dr. Zugmayer's story is that which relates to Tibet. Making Polu his starting 
point for his attack on the Kun-lun mountains, he followed up the valley of the Kurab 
Su to its source, and then, striking east from the pass (5850 metres), descended the 
mountain-side, in spite of its precipitous character, towards the Keria Daria. The 
journey was so difficult that one part of the route, only 4 kilometres long, entailed 
ten hours of arduous labour. Then advancing from Baba Hotun, in the Keria 
valley, towards Lake Markham, the party, after climbing to a height of 5950 metres, 
found it impossible to proceed further, as their animals could not stand on the 
slippery ice, which extended to the col (6100 metres). In one night five animals 
succumbed from cold and exhaustion, and a retreat had to be made the next day 
towards the valley. Escape from the valley for a time seemed hopeless, and at last, 
abandoning the attempt to proceed further eastwards, the expedition made its way to 
Lake Apo-zo (Aport-tso). On the way Dr. Zugmayer found that the headwaters of 
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